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a b s t r a c t

The R package NonParRolCor estimates rolling window correlations between two regular time series.
The statistical significance estimated for the rolling correlation coefficients addresses effects due to
multiple testing. This is done via Monte Carlo simulations by permuting one of the variables and
keeping the other fixed. NonParRolCor uses parallel computing to improve computation time when
statistical significance is estimated. NonParRolCor contains four functions for estimating and plotting
the correlation coefficients for a single window-length or a band of window-lengths. NonParRolCor’s
functions are highly flexible, since they contain several parameters for controlling the estimation of
correlation and the plot output. Some applications are presented to illustrate its use.
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1. Motivation and significance

One of the most common tasks in scientific research is the
earch for relationships between two or more time series. This
s mainly done by estimating the correlation coefficient between
wo time series using either the Pearson or Spearman estimators
1,2]. However, correlations estimated for the full study period act
s an overall measure of association, and although this is a useful
nitial approach for analysing correlation between two time se-
ies, relationships between time series can vary over time [3,4].

∗ Corresponding author at: GECOS-IME, Universidad de Salamanca, Sala-
anca, Spain.

E-mail address: josue.polanco@usal.es (Josué M. Polanco-Martínez).

Furthermore, time series could contain information on multiple
time-scales and in many cases these series and the relationships
between them may not be stationary [3,5–7]. A simple but pow-
erful way to deal with these challenges is rolling, running or
sliding window correlation. Rolling window correlation is also
useful for assessing the evolution and stability of correlation over
time. However, one collateral effect due to multiple testing when
statistical significance is estimated for the rolling window corre-
lation is the inflation of the Type I error. This is also commonly
known as the multiple testing or comparison problem [8,9].

In the literature there are very few R packages available for
estimating rolling window correlation and, even worse, these
packages do not include statistical significance tests or do not

address the multiple comparison problem. As far as we know,
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here are three R packages that estimate rolling correlations but
hey do not estimate the statistical significance of rolling cor-
elation coefficients. They are the following: (1) zoocat, whose
unction for carrying out this task is rollcor() [10]—although
his package was removed from CRAN in October 2020; (2) roll,
hich is also able to estimate rolling correlation through its func-
ion roll_cor() [11]; and (3) TTR, which includes the function
unCor() for estimating rolling correlation [12]. There is also an
package that includes the estimation of statistical significance

or rolling correlation coefficients, but the test used to estimate
ignificance does not address the risks that arise from repeating
ultiple significance tests simultaneously. This R package, named
endroTools, uses the daily_response() function to esti-
ate rolling correlation [13]. To the best of our knowledge, there
re only two R packages that address the multiple comparison

problem: (1) RolWinMulCor, which uses a classical approach,
.e. correcting p-values to address the multiple comparison prob-
em [9]; and (2) NonParRolCor [14], which is the R package
resented in this software paper.
The R package NonParRolCor is based on a previous work

15] in which we presented a non-parametric test for estimat-
ng statistical significance for rolling window correlations ad-
ressing the multiple comparison problem. This previous work
as partially inspired by the work by Telford (2013) [16] and
olanco-Martínez (2019) [4]. The non-parametric test used in
onParRolCor is based on Monte Carlo simulations by per-
uting one of the variables (e.g. the dependent) under analysis
nd keeping the other variable (e.g. the independent) fixed. We
ave improved this test via parallel computing to reduce the
omputation time: it is now possible to use as many CPU cores
s available. We would like to highlight that, to the best of our
nowledge, NonParRolCor is the only one R package that uses
n ‘‘experimental’’ (Monte Carlo) statistical significance test to ad-
ress the multiple comparison problem. That test also takes into
ccount the window-lengths for which the rolling correlations
re computed. In addition, NonParRolCor is able to estimate
nd plot rolling window correlation coefficients for only a single
indow-length and for a band of window-lengths as a heat map.
olling window correlation coefficients can also be estimated
hrough Pearson, Spearman and Kendall, and it is also possible
o use different levels of statistical significance.

This software paper describes the main features and func-
ionalities of NonParRolCor and provides some examples with
eal-life time series. NonParRolCor was originally developed to
nalyse environmental time series, but this software can be used
ith time series from different scientific fields (e.g. economics, fi-
ance, energy, geology, etc.). NonParRolCor is free, open source
oftware (GPL License) and is available on The Comprehensive R
rchive Network (CRAN), the official repository of the R project.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes

he non-parametric test and Section 3 describes the NonPar-
olCor software in detail. Section 4 provides some applications.
ection 5 sets out the impact of the software and concludes the
aper.

. Estimating statistical significance

NonParRolCor includes a non-parametric test for estimating
tatistical significance for rolling window correlation coefficients
hich takes into account the repeating of multiple significance
ests simultaneously. This test is based on Monte Carlo simu-
ations by permuting one of the variables (e.g. the dependent)
nder analysis and keeping the other variable (e.g. the indepen-
ent) fixed. It computes a critical value ‘‘CRITVAL’’ for the rolling
orrelation coefficients for each window-length, enabling the cor-
elation coefficients of each window-length to be contrasted with

their corresponding critical values [9,16]. The description of this
test is based on a previous work [15], so here we provide only a
brief description.

1. Input: one independent variable (e.g. X) and one dependent
variable (e.g. Y) with N elements.

2. For each possible window-length or widthwin (window-
lengths range from 3/4 for odd/even window-lengths to
maxwin, the maximum window-length, i.e. N or N - 1
depending on whether N is an odd or even number), a
Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out to determine its cor-
responding CRITVALs, that is:

(a) Start the Monte-Carlo simulations to determine the
null distribution: for i = 1 to MCsims replicates (it
is highly advisable to use at least 1000):

i. Permuting all the time segments of the depen-
dent variable.

ii. Estimating the maximum or highest correla-
tion for the set of absolute values of rolling
window correlation coefficients (estimated via
Pearson, Spearman or Kendall) obtained be-
tween the independent and the permuted de-
pendent variables.

(b) Close the Monte-Carlo simulation loop.
(c) Estimate the critical value (‘‘CRITVAL’’), i.e. the quan-

tile 0.95 (p=0.05, two-sided test; other significance
levels can be used) of the MCsims maximum abso-
lute correlation coefficients obtained in the ensem-
ble (step (a)).

3. Output: determine the statistical significance of the corre-
lation coefficients for each window-length, if an abs(corre-
lation coefficient) > ‘‘CRITVAL’’ this correlation coefficient
is statistically significant with a 95% confidence level.

The CRITVALs take values from 0 to 1 and depend on the
number of elements in the time series under analysis and on
the window-lengths under inspection [15,16]. Smaller window-
lengths produce CRITVALs close to one and larger ones produce
CRITVALs that tend to zero.

3. Software description

In the following subsections we provide details of the Non-
ParRolCor system architecture (Section 3.1) and outline the
software functionality (Section 3.3).

3.1. Software architecture

NonParRolCor contains four functions in two separate enti-
ties. Two functions are for estimations and the other two are for
graphing, as explained visually in Fig. 1. There are two functions
for graphing, but it is also possible to plot the outputs of the es-
timation functions through other internal or external R graphical
functions.

Since the NonParRolCor R package is available on The
Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), installing it can
be made from R by executing > install.packages
(‘‘NonParRolCor’’). The source code is also available on
CRAN. NonParRolCor can be installed and used in the main
operating systems (Windows, GNU/Linux and MacOS) since R is
multiplatform.
2
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Fig. 1. Software architecture of NonParRolCor. Given two regular time series, NonParRolCor estimates rolling window correlation coefficients and their statistical
ignificance, addressing the multiple comparison problem. NonParRolCor also enables the outputs of the estimation functions to be visualised.

Fig. 2. Visual features of outputs of the rolcor_estim_1win and plot_rolcor_estim_1win functions via Pearson (left) and Spearman (right). Correlation
oefficients that are statistically significant (95% confidence level) are in black dots. X and Y are two AR1 time series contained in syntheticdata [14]. .

.1.1. Estimation
We provide the syntax of the two functions for estimation:

1. rolcor_estim_1win: this estimates rolling correlation
coefficients for a single window-length for two regular
time series and their statistical significance. The syntax is
as follows:
rolcor_estim_1win(inputdata, CorMethod= "pear-
son", widthwin=3, Align="center", rmltrd=TRUE,
Scale=TRUE, MCSim=1000, Np=2, prob=0.95)

2. rolcor_estim_heatmap: this estimates rolling
correlation coefficients as the function rolcor_estim_
1win, but the estimation is performed for a band of window-
lengths or for all possible window-lengths, from three to
the number of elements in the time series under analysis
(i.e. dim(inputdata) [5]). This function has the following
syntax:
rolcor_estim_heatmap(inputdata, CorMethod=
"pearson", typewidthwin="FULL", widthwin_1=3,
widthwin_N=dim(inputdata)[1], Align="center",

rmltrd=TRUE, Scale=TRUE, MCSim=1000, Np=2,
prob=0.95)

The parameters are described below:

• inputdata: a matrix of three columns where the first col-
umn must be the times and the second (the ‘‘independent’’)
and third (the ‘‘dependent’’) columns must be the time
series under study.

• CorMethod: the default method for estimating correlations
is ‘‘pearson’’, but it is also possible to use ‘‘spearman’’ and
‘‘kendall’’.

• widthwin: the window-length or size of the window used
when the rolling window correlation coefficients are esti-
mated. It can take values from 3 to the number of elements
in the time series under study.

• Align: this is used to align the rolling object. There are
three options: ‘‘left’’, ‘‘center’’ and ‘‘right’’, but the ‘‘center’’
option is used by default to ensure that variations in the
correlations are aligned with the variations in the relation-
ships of the variables under study, rather than being shifted
3
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to the left or right [4,9]. However, this implies that the
window-lengths must be odd.

• typewidthwin: this parameter has two modalities: (1)
typewidthwin= ‘‘PARTIAL’’ to estimate rolling correla-
tions for a band of window-lengths (from widthwin_1 to
widthwin_N); and (2) typewidth win=‘‘ FULL’’ to esti-
mate rolling correlations from all possible window-lengths
(from 3 to dim(inputdata) [5]).

• rmltrd: this is used to remove the linear trend contained
in inputdata.

• Scale: this is used to normalise or standardise the variables
under analysis (the default option is ‘‘TRUE’’; otherwise it is
‘‘FALSE’’).

• MCSim: number of Monte-Carlo simulations. It is advisable
to use at least 1000 replicates.

• Np: number of CPU cores. It is not advisable to use the
maximum number of cores of your computer (by default Np
is set to two cores).

• prob: this defines the level of statistical significance (a
typical value used is prob = 0.95, but other values can be
used).

The output of rolcor_estim_1win is a list that contains six
lements:

➜ Correlation_coefficients: this element is an
array that contains times (for the default case
Align = ‘‘center’’ they are central times) and rolling win-
dow correlation coefficients.

➜ CRITVAL: this contains the critical values used to determine
the statistical significance of the rolling window correlation
coefficients.

➜ CorMethod: this is the correlation method (estimator) used
to estimate the rolling correlations (e.g. ‘‘pearson’’).

➜ widthwin: this element contains the window-
length.

➜ left_win and righ_win: these two auxiliary elements
are used to accommodate the times of the rolling window
correlation coefficients.

The output of rolcor_estim_heatmap is a list that contains
ight elements:

➜ matcor: this element contains an array with the rolling
window correlation coefficients.

➜ CRITVAL: this is an array that contains the critical values for
the window-lengths.

➜ NoWindows: this is the number of windows.
➜ Windows: this element contains the window-

lengths.
➜ left_win and righ_win: these two auxiliary elements are

as described above.
➜ MCSim and prob: these two elements are also as defined

above.

.1.2. Graphing
A description of the syntax of the two functions used for

raphing follows:

1. plot_rolcor_estim_1win: this plots the output of the
rolcor_estim_1win function as a single plot indicating
the correlation coefficients which are statistically signifi-
cant. This function also plots the time series under study.
The syntax is as follows:
plot_rolcor_estim_1win(inputdata, corcoefs,
CRITVAL, widthwin, left_win, righ_win, varX="X",
varY="Y", coltsX="black", coltsY="blue", rmltrd=
TRUE, Scale=TRUE)

2. plot_rolcor_estim_heatmap: this plots the output of
the rolcor_estim_heatmap function as a heat map and
only plots those coefficients which are statistically signif-
icant, i.e. non-significant coefficients are left blank. This
function also plots the data under analysis. This function
has the following syntax:
plot_rolcor_estim_heatmap(inputdata,
corcoefs, CRITVAL, Rwidthwin="", typewidth
win="", widthwin_1=3, widthwin_N=dim(input
data)[1], varX="X", varY="Y", coltsX="black",
coltsY="blue")

We define only the parameters that have not already been
described.

• varX and varY: these parameters are used to define the
names for the time series under study, e.g. X for the first
series and Y for the second.

• coltsX and coltsY: these two parameters are used to
define the colours for the plots of the time series under
study.

There are other parameters (e.g. HeigWin1, HeigWin2, col-
COEF, CEXLAB, LWDtsX, etc.) that serve to personalise the plots
of the series under study and the rolling correlation coefficients,
but we do not describe them here because they are not essential
for the use of NonParRolCor. They are, however, described in
the documentation for NonParRolCor [14].

3.2. Auxiliary data sets

NonParRolCor contains three auxiliary data sets: (1) syn-
theticdata, which contains three columns: the first is ‘‘time’’
(from 1 to 500), and the second (named X) and third (named Y)
are generated by a bi-variate AR1 (autoregressive process of order
1) process with similar autocorrelation (ρ = 0.25), with positive
correlation (r = 0.85) for the first 250 elements and negative
correlation (r = -0.85) for the last 250, though the correlation for
the whole time interval is zero [15]; (2) ecodata, which contains
four columns: the first is Years, which shows the time (years from
1989 to 2008 with monthly resolution), the second (SST) contains
monthly anomalies of sea surface temperature (SST) to the south
of Grand Canary (28.5 N/16.5 W)1, the third (NAO) shows the
monthly index of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)2, and the
last column (CPUE) gives monthly catches of common octopus
(measured as CPUE or Catch Per Unit of Effort) from an artisanal
fishery to the Southwest of the island of Grand Canary [17]; and
(3) ecodata2, which has three columns: the first shows times
(years from 1700 to 1936), the second and third columns show
reconstructions of total solar irradiance (TSI) [18] and the first
principal component (PC1) of the reconstructed Atlantic Bluefin
Tuna (BFT) captures [19,20].

3.3. Software functionalities with examples

This section contains two subsections: the first describes and
exemplifies the main features of the estimation of rolling window
correlation for a single window-length and the second does the
same but for a band of window-lengths.

1 SST data can be retrieved from https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.noaa.
oisst.v2.html
2 NOA data can be retrieved from https://psl.noaa.gov/data/correlation/nao.

data
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isting 1: Code used to produce Fig. 2.

> library("NonParRolCor")
> XY_P <- rolcor_estim_1win(syntheticdata, CorMethod="pearson",

widthwin=21, MCSim=1000, Np=6)

> plot_rolcor_estim_1win(syntheticdata,
corcoefs=XY_P$Correlation_coefficients,
CRITVAL=XY_P$CRITVAL, widthwin=XY_P$widthwin,
left_win=XY_P$left_win, righ_win=XY_P$righ_win)

isting 2: Code used to produce Fig. 3.

> XY_P <- rolcor_estim_heatmap(syntheticdata[150:350,],
CorMethod="pearson", typewidthwin="PARTIAL",
widthwin_1=11, widthwin_N=31, MCSim=1000, Np=6)

> plot_rolcor_estim_heatmap(syntheticdata[150:350,],
corcoefs=XY_P$matcor, CRITVAL=XY_P$CRITVAL,
Rwidthwin=XY_P$Windows, typewidthwin="PARTIAL",
widthwin_1=11, widthwin_N=31, varX="X2", varY="Y2",
coltsX="brown", coltsY="green")

3.3.1. Rolling correlation for only one window-length
One of the most important functionalities of NonParRolCor is

ts ability to estimate the rolling correlation for several different
orrelation estimators. Fig. 2 shows a comparison between rolling
orrelation coefficients estimated for a window-length of 21 el-
ments for Pearson and Spearman (two of the most widely used
stimators for correlation) using the syntheticdata data set
ncluded in NonParRolCor. It is immediately apparent that there
s lack of correlation around time 250, as expected. Correlation
oefficients have similar values but they vary roughly for each
stimator in a such way that coefficients estimated via Spearman
ake slightly lower values than those via Pearson. The R code
sed to produce these figures is in Listing 1 (please note that to
enerate rolling correlations via Spearman you must change the
arameter CorMethod to ‘‘spearman’’).

.3.2. Rolling correlation for a band of window-lengths
To show more of the main functionalities of NonParRolCor,

e use the functions rolcor_estim_heatmap and
lot_rolcor_estim_heatmap to analyse and plot a subset
from 150 to 350) of the variables contained in syntheticdata
14]. As can be seen on the heat maps (Fig. 3) for the rolling
orrelation coefficients, there are three visual features to help
sers to analyse their own data when NonParRolCor is used.
hat is, our R package enables users realise that: (1) there are
o statistically significant correlation coefficients for the shortest
indow-lengths, especially for the heat map correlation esti-
ated via Spearman; (2) correlations around 250 are zero for
ll window-lengths (from 11 to 31); and (3) Pearson correla-
ion gives better estimations than Spearman, as suggested in
ection 3.3.1 for a single window-length.
Estimating rolling correlation for multiple window-lengths

ay take a little time depending on the number and speed of
he CPU cores used. The R code required to produce Fig. 3 is in
isting 2.

. Illustrative examples and comparison with RolWilMulCor

As illustrative examples we provide two snippets containing
orking R code.
The first snippet (Listing 3) required to produce the first il-

for estimating and plotting rolling correlations between Total
Solar Irradiance (TSI) [18] and the PC1 (principal component 1)
of reconstructed Atlantic Bluefin Tuna (BFT) catches [19,20] for
window-lengths of 11 and 81 years. We use these time series be-
cause in previous studies we found a strong correlation between
these two variables [9,19]. These window-lengths were chosen
since it is well known that solar irradiance varies at different time
scales, e.g. each 11 (Schwabe cycle) or 81 (Gleissberg cycle) years,
and it is ideal for showing the features of NonParRolCor.

Fig. 4 (left) shows that there is no statistically significant
correlation for the window-length of 11 years for any correlation
coefficients except three isolated coefficients, but those signifi-
cant correlation coefficients could be expected to occur by chance.
Fig. 4 (right) was produced without taking into account the multi-
ple comparison problem. As shown, there are several correlation
coefficients with p-values of less than 0.05, i.e. these coefficients
are statistically significant. However, it must be realised that
these rolling correlations do not address the problem of multiple
comparison and their significance may be due to chance, but our
NonParRolCor R package is able to provide us with information
about this problem. The lack of correlation can be explained by
a combination of two factors: (1) the time frequency of data
analysed (yearly); and (2) the shortness of this window-length
(11 data points).

On the other hand, there is a relative high correlation that is
statistically significant for the window-length of 81 years (Fig. 5
left), the correlation coefficients of which cover the time in-
terval approximately from 1775 to 1840. We have ruled out
the potential effects of multiple comparisons, so these correla-
tions are more likely to represent real associations between the
two variables analysed. Fig. 5 (right) shows the rolling correla-
tion estimated via RolWilMulCor [14] for a window-length of
81 years, but these rolling correlations have not undergone any
p-value correction method or our non-parametric test. However,
the results are practically similar with the exception of a few
coefficients which are significant. This indicates that there could
be a ‘‘cause and effect’’ relationship between the TSI and the PC1
of tuna captures in the long-term. This result is supported by
previous studies [9,19], where the same time series but different
statistical techniques were used.

The second code snippet (Listing 4) is used to create Fig. 6.

ustrative example (Figs. 4 and 5) shows the R instructions This illustrative example shows the features of the functions

5
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Fig. 3. Visual features of the outputs of the rolcor_estim_heatmap and plot_rolcor_estim_heatmap functions via Pearson (left) and Spearman (right). Rolling
orrelation coefficients that are not statistically significant (95% confidence level) are blank. Line contours indicate similar values of rolling correlation coefficients.
2 and Y2 are subsets of the two AR1 time series contained in syntheticdata [14]. .

isting 3: Code used to produce example 1 (Fig. 4).

XYP <- rolcor_estim_1win(ecodata2, CorMethod="pearson",
widthwin=11, MCSim=1000, Np=6)

XYS <- rolcor_estim_1win(ecodata2, CorMethod="spearman",
widthwin=11, MCSim=1000, Np=6)

plot_rolcor_estim_1win(ecodata2,
corcoefs=XYP$Correlation_coefficients, CRITVAL=XYP$CRITVAL,
widthwin=XYP$widthwin, left_win=XYP$left_win,
righ_win=XYP$righ_win, varX="TSI", varY="PC1",
coltsX="orange",coltsY="black",LWDtsX=2, LWDtsY=2)
plot_rolcor_estim_1win(ecodata2,
corcoefs=XYS$Correlation_coefficients, CRITVAL=XYS$CRITVAL,
widthwin=XYS$widthwin, left_win=XYS$left_win,
righ_win=XYS$righ_win, varX="TSI", varY="PC1",
coltsX="orange",coltsY="black",LWDtsX=2, LWDtsY=2)

isting 4: Code used to produce example 2 (Fig. 6).

XY_P <- rolcor_estim_heatmap(ecodata2, CorMethod="pearson",
typewidthwin="FULL", MCSim=1000, Np=5)

plot_rolcor_estim_heatmap(ecodata2, corcoefs=XY_P$matcor,
CRITVAL=XY_P$CRITVAL, Rwidthwin=XY_P$Windows,
typewidthwin="FULL", varX="TSI", varY="PC1",
coltsX="orange", coltsY="black", LWDtsX=2, LWDtsY=2)

olcor_estim_heatmap and plot_rolcor_estim_heatmap.
t also compares the statistical significance estimated with our
tatistical significance test, included in NonParRolCor, with the
-value correction methods of Bonferroni and Benjamini and
ochberg (BH), included in RolWinMulCor [14]. The main fea-
ure is that NonParRolCor works in a way roughly similar to
hese two p-value correction methods, but our statistical sig-
ificance test is a little more restrictive than BH and a little
ore permissive than Bonferroni. This result is consistent with a
revious study where this test was introduced and validated [15].

5. Impact and conclusions

One of the most common tasks performed in scientific re-
search is the search for relationships between two or more time
series. This is mainly done by estimating the correlation coeffi-
cient via Pearson or Spearman. However, correlations estimated
for the full study period act as an overall measure of association
and relationships between two time series can also vary over
time [3,9]. The rolling window correlation functions from the
NonParRolCor R package presented here help to analyse regular
6
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Fig. 4. Visual features of the outputs of rolcor_estim_1win and plot_rolcor_estim_1win functions from the NonParRolCor R package for a window-length
f 11 years (left). The second plot (right) was created using the RolWinMulCor R package [9]. Rolling correlation coefficients that are statistically significant (95%
onfidence level) are in black dots (left) and p-values of 0.05 or less are on or below the continuous thick horizontal gray line (right). .

Fig. 5. Visual features of the outputs of the rolcor_estim_1win and plot_rolcor_estim_1win functions from the NonParRolCor R package for a window-length
f 81 years (left). The second plot (right) was created using the RolWinMulCor R package [9]. Rolling correlation coefficients that are statistically significant (95%
onfidence level) are in black dots (left) and p-values of 0.05 or less are on or below the continuous thick horizontal gray line (right). .

ime series. In particular, they are useful for finding correla-
ions between two time series for certain subintervals of the
eries even if overall correlation between the two is weak or
on-existent. This makes NonParRolCor especially useful for
nalysing non-stationary time series or when the relationship
etween two series is not stationary.
There are significant gaps in the literature in regard to R

ackages for estimating rolling window correlation. Some excep-
ions are zoocat [10], dendroTools [13], TTR [12] and roll [11].
owever, these packages do not include an estimation of sta-
istical significance for rolling correlation coefficients and, even
orse, none of them includes a way to get around inflation of
he Type I error that is produced by repeating multiple signifi-
ance tests simultaneously. To date there is only one R package,

named RolWilMulCor, that includes a estimation of statistical
significance that address the multiple comparison problem [9].
Nevertheless, RolWilMulCor uses a classical approach that cor-
rects p-values to tackle the multiple comparison problem. The
package that we present in this paper, NonParRolCor, includes a
non-parametric statistical significance test based on Monte Carlo
simulations to estimate the significance of rolling correlation
coefficients addressing the multiple comparison problem. That
test also takes into account the window-lengths for which the
rolling correlations are computed. To the best of our knowledge,
NonParRolCor is the first R package and probably the only
software to include this novel methodology for estimating the
significance of rolling correlation coefficients. Moreover, rolling
window correlation coefficients can be estimated using Pearson,
7
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p

Fig. 6. Heat maps (top centre) of the rolling correlations between TSI and PCI of tuna captures obtained via the rolcor_estim_heatmap and
lot_rolcor_estim_heatmap functions. The other two heat maps are the rolling correlations for the same variables but using the p-value correction methods of

Bonferroni (left) and Benjamini and Hochberg (right). A Pearson estimator is used for all three heat maps. Rolling correlation coefficients that are not statistically
significant (95%) are in blank for NonParRolCor and in green for RolWinMulCor [9]. Line contours indicate similar rolling correlation coefficients. .

Spearman or Kendall, and it is also possible to use different levels
of statistical significance.

Having software for estimating rolling window correlation and
its statistical significance, especially software freely available on
the Internet and accompanied by good documentation as is the
case with the NonParRolCor R package, enables users to easily
analyse their own data by themselves. It is true that NonParRol-
Cor was originally developed for environmental research, but it
can also be used in other fields, e.g. industry, financial services,
etc. In terms of impact and use, CRAN download statistics in-
dicate that NonParRolCor was downloaded and installed 5974
times between 31-03-2021 (when the package was published on
CRAN) and 31-01-2023. Its sole ‘‘competitor’’ RolWilMulCorwas
downloaded and installed 6139 times during the same period. As
can be seen, the level of interest in the two packages is similar
despite NonParRolCor not having its corresponding software
paper having been published on CRAN more recently. For this

reason, we are sure that a software paper for NonParRolCor
that shows its main features and functionalities, along with ad-
equate documentation, will increase the potential use of this
computational package.

NonParRolCor is free software (GPL license), can be used
by all the main operating systems (Windows, GNU/Linux and
MacOS) and is available on CRAN. The non-parametric statistical
significance test included in the functions of NonParRolCor is
a little more restrictive than BH and a little more permissive
than Bonferroni. Our package uses parallel computing (via CPU
cores) to improve computation time when statistical significance
is estimated for rolling window correlation coefficients. NonPar-
RolCor contains four functions for estimating and plotting cor-
relation coefficients and their respective statistical significances.
The functions available on NonParRolCor are highly flexible,
and include several parameters for controlling the estimation

of correlation and the features of the plot output. The package

8
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lso contains three auxiliary data sets to exemplify its use. Fi-
ally, we provide some examples that show the usefulness and
ffectiveness of NonParRolCor.
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